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ARTICLE INFO           Abstract 
 The paper investigates the interesting classical figure of 

Petosiris in his Roman tomb at El-Mazawaka necropolis of 

Dakhla, who wears the traditional Greek garment of the 

chiton and the himation. It explores the high appeal of 

Petosiris to appear in this costume in his tomb? Is this a kind 

of a fashionable Hellenistic’s influence or it still has its 

Egyptian concept? Also, the paper highlights the funerary 

cult for the deceased in his tomb, through the offering-

priests who venerate Petosiris on the walls of his tomb. 

Furthermore, the article analysis the ritual meaning of the 

objects in the hands of Petosiris. The classical figure of 

Petosiris confirms his high status as one of the elites in the 

community, as well as the mixture of Egyptian and 

Hellenistic - Romano art, and in fact, it does not resemble 

the ethic of the patron of the deceased either Egyptian, 

Greek, or Roman.  

1. Introduction 

Venerating the deceased still prominent in Roman Egypt, either through the special 

care for the mummy, the procession of the funeral and the funerary cult for the 

deceased in the tomb, either by the relatives and friends of the deceased, or by the 

priests who were are in charge of the necropolis itself. The tomb of Petosiris in the 

Dakhla Oasis is one of the best-preserved painted tombs in Roman Egypt. It dates to 

the 1st century AD, it consists of two rooms with three burial niches, one cuts on the 

north wall of the antechamber, while the other two niches cut on the north and the 

east walls of the burial chamber. Petosiris is depicted in a classical posture in his 

tomb. The large classical model of the male/ female deceased is a special 

characteristic and extensively depicted in the funerary art of Roman Egypt, attesting 

the syntax and mixture of Egyptian and Hellenistic-Romano cultures and traditions. 

El-Mazawaka is a paradigm for studying Graeco-Roman Egypt resembles the “double 

style”, “hybridization” and “biculturalism” between Egyptian religion and cultivated 

Hellenism in cultures, traditions, funerary beliefs, and burial traditions (1). 

Venit suggested that this classical deceased model marks a point of intersection 

between the classical world and Egypt and assumed that it recalls the idealistic 

ancient Egyptian portrait of the tombs’ owners of the Old kingdom, as 
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“Egyptianizing” inheritance of artistic style in Roman Egypt, preserving the memory 

of an age-old Egyptian format, and presenting the honored high elite deceased 

spanning multiple registers as the largest figure in the tomb(2). Unlike, the classical 

funerary art, that the Greek gods were depicted in a greater scale than their mortal 

humans.(3) On the contrary, Whitehouse supposed the Hellenistic influence of such 

model in dress and pose, as it is derived from Hellenistic and Roman sculptures.(4) 

Castioglione interpreted that the classical style of the deceased among the Egyptian 

deities show both “real” and “spiritual” aspects, as a stock figure resembles a vivid 

indicator of the “double style;” where the patron represent himself in his afterlife- 

tomb in a double face-character; grabbed in a realistic Hellenistic style among 

Egyptian spiritual iconography.(5) While Riggs assumed that the classical model of the 

dead appeared either on the shrouds or the tombs evokes a Greek identity for their 

reference point-not Roman- and they followed the Greek fashion of dress.(6) 

2. The ‘classical’ Petosiris in his tomb 

Petosiris in his Roman tomb of El-Mazawaka id depicted in a full- length Greek 

figure dominates the east wall of the antechamber, flanking the doorway leading to 

the burial chamber, on the visitor’s view, to the left (north) side of the doorway. He 

stands contrapposto and wears a purpled-coloured tunic ‘pallium’ and an ‘arm-sling’ 

mantle with two black clavi, he has a curly hair and short beard. Petosiris stands with 

his weight resting on his left leg, he strides and ready to enter the burial chamber. and 

wears sandals are thongs with lingulace.  He holds the papyrus-roll ‘rotulus’ in his 

lowered left hand, and a twig (or a floral garland?)(7) in his upper right hand which 

reaches out from the pallium.(8) The male- patron of the tomb is depicted in a prominent 

classicizing pose in a Hellenistic posture, spanning in two registers in disproportionate size 

confirming his identity as the tomb’s owner, and inhabiting a spot directly opposite the 

entrance of the tomb is welcoming the tomb visitors as the first image seen by them.(9) He is 

standing frontally in three -quarter view, with his weight shifted onto one foot as it evokes 

the 5th century BC sculpture Greek figures. (10) A hieroglyphic column beside Petosiris 

and horizontal hieroglyphic inscriptions at the side of his head, the text guaranteed a 

blessed transfiguration and eternity for the Osiris-Petosiris. a partially damaged figure 

of a beardless ba-bird of Petosiris surmounts his head with outspread wings and a 

partially damaged human face turned in three-quarters. To the right of Petosiris, there 

are standards of a falcon, an ibis, and a jackal gaze across at the ba-bird.11 (Figure.1). 
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Figure 1. Two priests venerate the classical striding figure of Petosiris  

 Osing, AV 28, fig.32a. 
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An offering frieze of two bearers is next to Petosiris who is facing the adjacent 

offering bearers, while in Bissing’s Tomb. The offering frieze beside the classical 

models of the deceased is also confusing in both tombs. Two priests present offerings 

to the classicized figure of Petosiris, one costumed in classical apparel, while the 

other is pure Egyptian. The Egyptian bearer resembles the Egyptian Nile fecundity 

god holds an offering table which contains a tray with loaves, a hes-vase, and a 

bouquet of lotus flowers, while the other classical bearer with a shaved head in three -

quarters view, he is garbed in a white classical garment which envelops his body from 

the chest down,(12)  he presents a table of bread with his left hand, and holds a libation 

vessel with his lowered right one, while the liquid spills onto the earth for the 

underworld deities. (13)A grape-laden vine, symbolizing the oasis product, is shown in 

between of the two bearers.(14)  

Again, in the lower register of the south part of the west wall, is two priests are acting 

the funerary cult for Petosiris in his tomb, they are presenting offerings. One priest 

resembles the Nile god @cpí and the vegetation goddess shyt, they are serving 

Petosiris in his afterlife, with the existence of various trees of vine, wheat, lotus, two 

date-palms imitating the i3rw- fields of the afterlife (Figure.2).                           

 
 

 
Figure 2. Hapi and the field-goddesses serve Petosiris in the afterlife 

                                                               Osing, AV 28, figs. 34a, c 
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The classical model of the deceased is found also in the so-called Von Bissing Tomb 

of Petosiris in El-Salamauni,15 the Roman House-tomb 13 of Tuna El-Gebel ‘Tomb of 

Aurelios Petese’. (16) Outside Egypt, a similar Classical figure is also recorded at Dura 

Europus in Syria, dated to 244AD, representing Moses as he parts the Red Sea, and 

another painting in Dura of Moses and the Burning Bush (Figure. 3) (17). 

 
Figure 3. Dura Europus synagogue, Moses Passing the Red Sea  

Venit, Referencing Isis, fig.8, (after, A. Garber, Early Christian Art, from the Rise of 

Christianity to the Death of Theodosius, New York, 1986, 74, fig.67) 
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3. Commentary 

Roman Egypt was multi-cultural, and the afterlife too was characterized as a blend of 

Egyptian, Hellenistic, and Roman influence. The Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans all had a 

strong desire to enjoy a blessed afterlife. Harmonization of Egyptian, Greek, and Roman 

conceptions of the afterlife was facilitated by their shared cultures, but the Egyptian 

conception of the afterlife became universal. The people in Ptolemaic-Roman Egypt 

employed traditional Egyptian funerary iconography to proclaim the identification of the 

deceased with Osiris.18 However, features of their own cultures continued to be expressed, 

especially in their style of dress. In Roman Egypt, the classical figure of Petosiris 

conveys the same narrative iconography in the accoutrements necessary for a 

beneficent afterlife. Petosiris’ tomb enjoyed a kind of a cult in his tomb, also, von 

Bissing suggested that the similar classical figure of the patron of the so-called 

‘Bissing Tomb 1897’ in El-Salamuni was meant for the cult of the deceased, probably a 

man and a woman .(19) Riggs assumed that both tombs are engaged in parallel activities; 

they are receiving and offering a ritual act.(20) In Roman Egypt, the cult of the dead was 

prominent, before the burial, the mummies were kept on display in houses for a time to 

participate in family life and ritual customs,(21) after the burial, regular family visits and 

funerary banquets took place in the tombs on certain days were part of the cult of the dead. 

(22)  

Ancestor cult and the mortuary rituals for the dead was strong from the Old Kingdom, and 

still prominent in Roman Egypt. The widely illustration of the large offering tables in the 

Old Kingdom tombs, as well as the festive mortuary banquets with the participation of the 

families and relatives of the deceased highlights the mortuary cult of the deceased.23 The 

offering bearers beside the deceased resembles the old offering tables and are presumably 

associated in the sustenance of the dead associated with water and food supply. They are 

probably acting as the traditional function of the choachyte ‘Χοακύτης-priest’, who widely 

oversaw the tombs in the Thebaid necropolis during the Graeco-Roman period. He acted 

the various functions of the w3ḥ-mw.w priest “the one who offers water,” or “pourer of the 

water,” or libations to the deceased.(24) The choachytes tasks include not only the funeral 

charges, but, after the funeral, he presents food offerings as well as perform the mortuary 

cult of the deceased in his tomb.(25). As the choachytes, those offering bearers carry out the 

society cult for the deceased, by donating him the cultic water, (26) which symbolizes the 

Nile’s inundation, and guarantees of duration and cosmic integration.(27) Von Lieven 

mentioned that ‘in fact, the choachyte acts by no means the only sources providing that 

Greeks or at least persons with Greek names could receive an Egyptian cult as deified 

persons(28)’. 

Offering of water continued an essential rite in the funerary cult for the benefit of the 

deceased during Roman period.(29) Petosiris was so eager to secure a water supply in their 

afterlife, and this is well approved by offering water by the two offering bearers. Presenting 

the offering tables for the deceased recalls the ancient Egyptian funerary theme in the 

private tombs of the nobles and high officials, as well as confirm their high status, who 

receive a kind of honor and divinity as heroes in their tombs.(30) the water-cultic situla of 

Isis still one of the main tools for supplying the deceased with water in the tombs of Roman 

period(31), as depicted in the Tigrain’s tomb, where two male priest- figures in the guise of a 
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pharaoh, wearing the nemes headdress and the kilt, they hold the situla of Isis in their hands 

(Figure.4), and it is probably, meant to associate the patron of the tomb as one of the 

adherents of the cult of Isis, the intercessor between him and Osiris, the god of the afterlife. 

 
Figure 4. The male-pharaoh priest holds the situal of Isis in Tigrain’s Tomb 

Venit, Visualizing the Afterlife, 79, fig.2.30. 

Some assumed that the classical figure of the deceased in contemporary fashionable 

dress still connects the deceased with the earthy world, as he /she was still in life, and 

this custom also could be interpreted as showing a liminal stage—a transitory space 

and a threshold for entering the afterlife and distinct the deceased from the gods and 

his/her future transfigured posture in the afterlife, and they distinguished two stages 

which the deceased have to pass in the way for complete posthumous transfiguration; 

the classical fashion of dress evokes him/ her in the beginning of that process, while 

the traditional mummiform iconography visualizes the end.(32)  Smith disapproved this 

argument, that portraying the deceased in classical garment in the presence of Osiris 

‘Osiris en face,’ is widely depicted on mummy shrouds,(33) it symbolizes the 

deceased’s successful association with the god at the end of his transfiguration end.(34) 

In Roman Egypt, the classical model of the deceased still addressed him as Osiris of NN (35). 

El-Mazawaka necropolis trends the conservatism in mortuary practices, and the 
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mummified dead still ‘became Osiris’ (36). The inscription text above the Petosiris’s 

classical figure address him as an Osiris-Petosiris and confirm his transfiguration state to 

follow Osiris in the afterlife “O Osiris-Petosiris, may you be great, strong, and powerful. 

May you follow Osiris; may your ba follow Sokar; may you follow Osiris every day; may 

you enter and leave the necropolis “the tomb’ freely” (37). The opulent wealthy Greek 

dress- fashion of the deceased indicates to have been virtuous on the living world, 

therefore, as a consequence, he has been given a position among the noble akhs to be 

near Osiris. Hence, the noble-deceased hopes to be resurrected in his/ her wealthy 

costume, as it is textually confirmed by the Roman demotic papyrus (P. BM EA 

10822) which recounts the visit of Setna Khaemwast and his son Siosiris to the 

underworld.(38) The story commemorates the deceased person, who was virtuous on 

earth, will be dressed in the finest opulent fashion in the court of Osiris, and proves 

that the wealthy classical garment worn by the deceased is an indication of his 

posthumous state, as the judges in the tribunal of Osiris rewards the virtuous poor 

man by cladding him with the garments of the wealthy man as a noble in the Osiris 

afterlife “among the noble spirits, as a man of god who served Sokar-Osiris and 

stands near the spot where Osiris is…[while] It was ordered to imprison [the wealthy 

man] in the netherworld….”.(39) 

Doubtless, the classical deceased of Petosiris does not visualize his identity, 

belonging to a particular group or a particular ethic subjective significance. The 

deceased’s identity in Graeco- Roman Egypt is an extremely complex issue depend 

mainly on the circumstances of the local community in which the Egyptian and 

Classical traditions were amalgamated to form the cultural identity of the 

tombs’patrons. Cavero remarks that ‘Classical culture was a part of the heritage of 

all learned men’ at this time, irrespective of religious affiliation,(40)and Libanius 

regarded that Hellen was a synonymous with civility and culture.(41) By the middle of 

the 2nd century BC, greater number of Hellenized Egyptian intermarrying with Greek 

settlers, and began to share additional benefits in Ptolemaic administration, and the 

priestly community accelerated Hellenization particularly in culture and dress, with 

the conservatism of ancient Egyptian practices.(42)The large classical posture of the 

deceased in Roman Egypt confirms a kind of greatness, power, and wealth, as the wealthy 

Petosiris represented himself. Furthermore, the two astronomical Greek zodiacs in Petosiris 

tomb highly suppose the high social and cultural status of the dead among the Oasis 

community as an indicative of a once-royal privilege invading these private tombs. 

In Roman Egypt, the deceased exploited the Egyptian traditional iconography which 

presents meaningful religious concepts, visualizes the successful abode of the dead, as 

well as facilitate his identification with Osiris, while the Greek eschatological concept 

lacks a visual motif in Greek mortuary schema (43) Like tombs, many Roman coffins, 

shrouds, and stelae in which the dead are depicted dressed in large Classical style within 

Egyptian iconography themes.(44) 

In fact, from Pharaonic Egypt, holding the deceased various objects  as strip of cloth, 

the stem of a water lily blossom, a scepter, and the ankh, is frequently confirm the 

divine status of the dead, and emphasizes their high status and power.45  The 

attributed rotulus which Petosiris holds has its funerary meanings; The Hellenistic 
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concept refers that the generic model of the deceased dressed in a formal clothing 

fashion as well as the scroll were used as symbols distinguish the wealthy and elite 

patrons, it refers rather to scrolls held by, or collected in a basket adjacent to 

intellectual or public figures in Roman sculpture representations.(46) Otherwise, the 

papyrus roll has its different iconographic concept, it was an ancient Egyptian 

attribute widely faded in the hands of the deceased or priests, and also found in 

vignettes of the BD funerary Papyri from New Kingdom to the Ptolemaic period. It is 

associated with multiple references as md3.t ‘books,’ Sfdw ‘rolls,’ sš ‘knowledge’ and 

manuscripts/ documents.(47) This magical knowledge including the rn-name of the 

owner which used as a magical and powerfully protective symbol helping the 

deceased’s integration (48). The ancient Egyptian custom of holding a papyrus roll in 

the hands of the deceased continued in the funerary art in Roman Egypt, developing a 

new and syncretic Classical model. In addition to Petosiris Tomb, holding the rotulus 

by the deceased is also frequently shown in the Roman mummy coffins and shrouds, 

such as the mummy’s shroud Pushkin Museum I.1a. 5749 (Figure.5), the coffin 

Berlin ÄM 17126 from Abusir el-Meleq as well as the Roman P. London BM EA 

9995.(49) Also, Three mummy Roman shrouds found in Saqqara (Berlin 11651, 

Pushkin 5749, and Louvre N3076) depict a male deceased holding either a papyrus 

scroll, a bunch of wheat, or a garland in his left hand.(50) 
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Figure 5. The deceased grab in classical garment and holds the rotulus, mummy 

shroud 5749, Pushkin Museum, Moscow, from Saqqara- Roman period 

K. Parlasca and H. Seemann (eds.), Augenblicke: Mumienporträts Mumienporträts 

und ägyptische Grabkunst aus römischer Zeit (Munich, 1999), 25. 

Whitehouse referred that the papyrus roll which Petosiris holds in his raised left hand 

is not an attribute connected with earthy life, but it acted as a ‘letter of 

recommendation’ which the deceased presents to Anubis in the funerary stelae as a 

proof of acceptance following Osiris, which serve as a passport or an introduction 

proof which the deceased had to present to the inhabitants of the underworld ensuring 

his justification and he is worthy accepted  in the realm of Osiris.(51) These papyrus 

rolls in the hands of the dead were also widely depicted the funerary art in Roman 
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Egypt could be regarded as ‘Letters of Breathing’, where the dead have to use o their 

arrival at the underworld in order to attain the privileges for the blessed ones.(52)  

Furthermore, the existence the classical priest beside the classical deceased is also suppose 

the deceased’s association to the Isiac Greek Elysian fields beneficence version, as 

Apuleius preached the zoomorphic Lucius through his association with Isis ‘you shall live 

indeed a happy man, and when you have completed the span of your lifetime… you shall 

dwell in the Elysian fields’. (53) Holding the situla it is not only eliminated to the Greek 

costume of the priestly deceased, that it is also appeared in the hands of two pharaoh- 

figures of the deceased in the classicization style tomb of Tigrain.(54) The deceased in 

Roman Egypt  was eager to appear in a wealthy classical naturalistic figure, receives 

offerings by the priests and enjoy a kind of honor and cult in his tomb. He also 

portrayed himself as a virtuous one who carries his proof of justification in his hand, 

and ready to follow Osiris. Furthermore, he presented himself as adherent of Isis, 

practices her Elysian mysteries in the realm of Osiris. 

The large full-length depiction of the deceased in the tomb acted as a ‘Tomb Portrait.’ 

As the deceased pay great attention to add his finest- depiction of “mummy portrait” 

on his coffin, he has the same conception in his tomb to depict an idealism of beauty- 

portrait in Hellenism or classical garb- within Egyptian funerary context of scenes and 

inscriptions. The deceased’s tomb portrait substitutes the ancient traditional large 

Egyptian figure of the noble dead in their pharaonic tombs, as well replaced their big 

statues in the tombs, it acts the same funerary role to facilitate the ba to recognize for 

him again. The classical tombs’ portrait of Petosiris tomb within a dominant Egyptian 

funerary cast is not a permeable marker for a special identity.  

The classical figure of Petosiris achieve the following aspects. 

1.  Confirming the hybridization of Egyptian- Classical artistic vision in the Dakhla 

community. 

2. Reflecting his hope to enter the afterlife in his fashioned wealthy costume.  
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